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FRANCIS:
I'm going to start this by discussing the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop. In particular, the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop in practice and purpose. I have eleven points that I am going to go over. I'm beginning this discussion on how the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop differs from other workshops. Of course, there are intersections, but Callaloo is quite unique. We are first and foremost a workshop dedicated, as is the journal, to providing a platform to raise the visibility of poets of the African diaspora in the field. In the workshop, we do this through attention to both concept and craft. Point one. It's a generative workshop. We challenge and insist upon the participant naming or claiming their stakes in the process. As such, we note and remark upon the arc of their growth within the workshop as they create new work and revise over the course of their time with us. Two. The workshop, and this is quite rare, is lateral. We do not privilege the relationship of the participant to the instructor, thus making the instructor into some kind of superstar. Instead, we privilege the relationships between participants successfully encouraging them to bond and emerge as a cooperative coterie in the best sense. Three. We identify and acknowledge cultural markers, tropes, and assumptions in order to utilize them or be relieved of them as we choose, as the participants must choose. Four. There is a particular fomenting of the variegated African diasporic imaginary, pushing back against the literal, the expected, and the conventional. Five. While there is an insistence on attention to craft, again, we want the participant to consider themselves as entering part of a larger conversation and to develop their own agency, to understand that they have the right to enter that conversation between poets. Six. Unusual inside of African Diasporic workshops, we place emphasis on and do not discourage the individual. Which is to say the participant may write what they wish to write without concern that their identity or their self-identity will be compromised. If they so choose to write about roses on the trellis, their skin will not suddenly in offense jump from the body and race out the door. I'll discuss poetry in particular but you can extrapolate and consider as part of the fiction workshops as well. Poetry written with the collective in mind is not simply accepted as the truth. One might say the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop resists the assumptions of common knowledge and common man. And as such the individual is not a threat to collective identity. Seven. The Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop is neither maternal nor paternal, but solely professional. If the participant needs a mother or a father, we cannot provide that. This is not to push back against the necessary nurturing that can be had at some workshops. I go to those workshops. I enjoy them. I go there for affirmation. But that's not what we do. This is not the workshop for those seeking such comfort. We are prepared to help our participants through intense sessions, move their work forward in their respective fields. Often our participants are between the completed manuscript and the first book contract. Or on the verge of the next step in their trajectories. Now too we have participants who want to see their work published in the US and others considering translation as well as scholars who wish to develop their creative impulse but have had little time to take in the contemporary landscape. We help them with that. Furthermore, the workshops are drawing poets moving into their second books or having won notable awards, but there remains somehow an expectation in people of color that the embrace is an automatic or inherent part of the writing workshop. Callaloo does not seek to meet that purpose, instead working toward even insisting upon autonomy and agency. This means the workshops are discomfiting. So we discuss poetry as a counter-intuitive act. And we learn to sit with our discomfort to utilize it, to allow it to take us to places that our poetic expression or an expression of our prose would not otherwise go. Eight. We offer three different sites to meet different needs. As I noted last night, Dr. Rowell, in his vision, is following the transatlantic slave routes offering sites of vocalization, of song, where there was enforced silence. Not just talking back to empire, but talking into empire. Fissuring the canon open, or if you prefer a more comforting metaphor, adding leaves to the table to make room for us. While at Brown, the concentration is on honing the poem, in the UK and Barbados there is equal emphasis on placing the poems and on publication as a means of entering the great conversation. Nine. Very short nine, but very important. And perhaps this marks the difference between Callaloo and the MFA program, if you will. A fearless engagement with current cultural discourse. Fearless engagement with what is happening right now inside of culture and cultural exchange. Ten. We have a permanent staff. This is inspired. Having a permanent staff helps build our methodology and indeed our pedagogy and allows for continuity year to year, helping us to track and quantify our growth. Eleven. We offer our participants the opportunity, not the guarantee, but if they do follow the program, if they do press themselves inside of these intense workshops, they may find the opportunity to actually publish in Callaloo within the year. Thank you. Those are my points.
PARDLO: Good afternoon. The Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop, we are very proud of this little organization that we've had the privilege of skippering for the last few years. Just to point out, Jerriod is one of our fellows and he's currently a second year fellow at the Provincetown Fine Arts Workshop which is no simple achievement. I just saw Joshua Bennett come in. Among his many achievements, his first book won the National Poetry Series. Dee Matthews, one of our fellows, won the Yale Younger Prize this year. Jamaal May, Francine Harris, Nick Makoha-these are some of the poets from our workshop. So that's just to brag. I want to share with you some notes towards an ethos of the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop, what we do. One of the biggest obstacles novice poets have to overcome is the belief that a poem has to sound or look a certain way for it to be a legitimate poem. Each budding poet comes to the workshop with a particular image of the poem, usually established in their youth, imprinted by some influential teacher or parent or loved one. They often believe, unconsciously, that there are rules codified somewhere that determine what is allowable in poetry. And that these rules can disqualify a text from being worthy of a reader's attention. When pressed, the student will often confirm that the authority to enforce those rules comes from another, the external loved one or teacher continuing to haunt the poet's imagination. Such presumptions place limits on what a poet will allow herself to consider even before her writing process begins. Meanwhile it's important to learn, internalize, and digest the canon in its traditions. It is also important for poets to own the permission to transcend and to transgress against the canon and its traditions and to give themselves permission to operate beyond the authority of Mrs. Perry, the third grade teacher.
I'm reminded of the truism that if you don't know the rules, you can't know how to break the rules. This is true enough, ok, but there are no rules in poetry. There are conventions and traditions and if you don't know who or what is enforcing the conventions and traditions that you feel bound to respect then it is unlikely that you will transcend them unless with resentment and fear. And to say conventions and traditions is to say form. There is form in everything we do. Grammar is form. Restaurant menus have form. Conference programs have form. Dissertations. And I contend that our dear Mrs. Perry, with her power to haunt and discipline the poem, is herself an authorizing tradition and the poem her lingering influence produces is, indeed, under that form. Poets should learn the most iconic inherited forms-sonnet, villanelle, etc.-the same way musicians learn their scales. That is, not as ends in themselves but as means. But these forms are easy to locate and to contend with. I think poets should also be in the habit of identifying the unwritten, uncodified conventions and expectations that structure our work. The forms that are less easily located and engaged. These unstated conventions operate something like ideologies, or assumptions, or blind spots. All form should be in the service of the poem, but if we don't recognize the forms that discipline our work then our poems are subordinated to those forms. So then what about actual ideologies and assumptions? If we don't see them and recognize them, if we don't make them legible, then we will allow them to impinge on what we believe is possible. That is we will allow them to limit our imaginations before we even begin to write. I encourage students to practice identifying and managing the implicit forms and conventions that influence our poems as well as the explicit received rules, conceits, restraints, etc.
The way I learned to identify ideologies and assumptions in my own writing was through my doctoral work at the graduate center with Robert. Robert, in his books, taught me how to think creatively about my process of interpretation. The scholars whose work I have been attracted to are the ones that bring creative imagination to their work, altering the ways we perceive a particular text or social structure. Studying literary theory and social criticism helped me establish a practice by which I can begin to identify the structural or rhetorical framing devices at work in my own texts. I want to identify those frames that make my poems legible that I intend, and those frames that make my work legible that I may not have been aware of in earlier drafts. I discovered that once I have identified those frames, I am at liberty to alter them or not as I choose. As a workshop leader, I've also learned that a poet's narcissistic attachment to the lyric "I" is another substantial obstacle. Poets, if not writers in general, often have such a profound attachment to the "I" on the page that they lack the objectivity necessary to see that "I" as a function of literary craft. Many poets consciously and unconsciously hold on to the belief that the first person speaker in their poems must represent themselves in a respectable way. In other words, they don't give the "I" character on the page permission to behave in ways that they may never allow themselves to behave in public. When we are writing lyric poems that rely on surprise, discovery, innovation, and idiosyncrasy, such narcissistic control over the first person speaker delimits the poem to stay within acceptable social conventions. Social convention, then, becomes an unexamined form that disciplines and inhibits the poem. Again, this usually takes place just outside the poet's awareness of it and because of this most often occurs unconsciously. It is difficult for students to recognize that how we construct the lyric "I" on the page is a matter of craft. Indeed, how we represent identity in poetry is a craft issue. As we often have a similarly narcissistic attachment to blackness.
I want to share two anecdotes. A couple of days ago, I was chatting with Stephen Tuck after the panel that interviewed Dr. Rowell. There was a question about Callaloo's influence that got some people reflecting on and sharing anecdotes, stories about an attempt to make that influence concrete, an attempt to understand the extent of that influence.
Stephen told me about some students who were here at the last conference and they were here under the auspices of an outreach program. He said they reported to him that they had never seen Black intellectuals talking about blackness and Black literature in ways that did not address Black pathology or ways that did not pathologize the Black experience. What liberties and permissions would such a student give themselves if they were a poet, for example, if their notion of Blackness and the ways blackness can be legitimately and acceptably preformed were circumscribed to a pathological framework? I gave a reading several weeks ago at UNC Chapel Hill and Vievee was a visiting professor at NC State so she sent some of her students to come and see me. I was surprised to hear that one of the primary responses to my reading was that some of these students had never seen a Black person so unselfconsciously-which we often think of as unapologetically-Black in public. What liberties and permissions would such a student allow him or herself as a poet if their default subjective position is strategic self-consciousness, strategic selfmasking? There are many conclusions we can draw from these anecdotes, but what I find interesting is the way they highlight the relationship between racial identification and the imagination. I think Eric said earlier Black is a perspective. Race is not simply a matter of cultural expression. Racial ideology, like language, structures and disciplines the imagination. And if imagination thrives on permission, as I have often asked myself, in what ways does one's expectations on how blackness should be performed regulate, if not prohibit, imagination. We often talk about our cultural conditioning and forming our creative expression. But in what way does our cultural conditioning circumscribe our range of expression? My point is not to suggest racial subjectivity or any socially conditioned perspective is limiting, but to suggest that our work can only be deepened and improved the more consciously we imply or resist these forms of conditioning.
Whatever I choose to represent on the page is only limited by my imagination. Got it. I can choose to speak in the voice of Louis Althusser. I can choose to speak in the voice of fictional character Ursa from Corregidora. What I choose to make my "I" character on the page is not limited to my lived experience of social agency. So what does it mean to imagine myself into any subjectivity including the one that might happen to correspond to the mean experience of my daily life? In order to translate any subjectivity to the page, whether it is meant to correspond to my own or not, I have to bring to it the same rigorous imagination. In all cases I have to construct constraints and behavioral conventions. I have to come up with a form to produce a character that is capable of capturing and communicating the subtext I am interested in. In other words, in all cases, identity as it is imaginatively deployed on the page is a form. Either I use that form deliberately and consciously to achieve a particular effect or as is the case with stereotypes and mirrored culture appropriation, that form uses me. How do we teach novice poets to use identity constructively and not just in reactionary ways? Through rigorous self-examination, we insist on their articulating their unique subjectivity but also by interrogating their assumptions. Why they or we believe what we believe. How do we teach poets to use the tools of literary criticism to make legible the assumptions and ideologies that lurk in our blind spots? How do we teach them to augment the writing practice in this way without sending them to conventional PhD programs? We bring the scholarly criticism to the poetry workshop. As is the case with the journal, this is the strength of the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop. Vievee and I are both deeply invested in questions of poetics, obviously, but also the ways the theory and practice intersect. We recognize our limits in this regard but we encourage deep introspection and literary historical awareness.
Finally, where this is going . . . This is the utopian world I want to see. The change I want to see in the world. It's no secret that many English departments, across America at any rate, are riven from the lack of communication between scholars and creative writers. Eventually I would like to see workshops become more mainstream in general. In fact, I would like to see workshops offered as compliments to the graduate seminar. Workshops of the future will admit literary theorists, critics, and archivists to sit alongside poets and writers in their particular genres. Just as one only learns to play the Indian raga, for examplewhich has a fluid structure and is marked by iterative conventions and improvisation-by sitting alongside an experienced performer, I believe we can teach poets and writers the rhetorical and discursive practices of literary theory and criticism by immersing them in communication with theorists and critics. This will not only benefit the poets and writers. Scholars so often have no idea as to how the literary sausage is actually made. They so often cut their teeth on long dead poets and writers and the result is they are in conversation with previous critics more than with the actual text or the living poets. I would not necessarily ask scholars to submit poems to the workshop, but I would, however, require them to practice critically diagnosing poems at or near the point of their production and possibly submit written critiques on subsequent drafts of those poems. This will improve the quality of criticism circulating in the field, certainly. And I would expect scholars in the workshops to be conscious of their lyric engagement and to attend to issues of craft gleaned from their contemporary cohort. In this way I think we ultimately reconstitute what Radiclani was referring to yesterday as the belletristic tradition in which all writing aspires to music, eloquence, and elegance of thought. Thanks. MCCLUSKEY: Good afternoon. I will take a radically different approach. When I first saw the topic, I thought of many things, but I thought I could best serve the commentary and this particular grouping by going into history and talking about the tradition in which Callaloo takes place, specifically Callaloo as a journal of fault, giving equal space to creative writing. I just want to give a map, a very quick map, to the young writers in terms of tracing that kind of journal back in the day until now and from here and into other places. I have taught fiction writing for many years. Fiction workshops would be happy to join the conversation at that point, and also very happy to talk about the academy and its treatment of creative writers, the topic I spoke from in Atlanta some years ago. I am always curious about the moment in history in which creative writers and creative editors use the art. We were talking on the first day about urgency and perhaps the sad but real fact that African American history has been making urgent calls for the gifts and talents of writers forever. There is no urgency any greater than the other. We like to think about the 1920s as this high point of nationalism, the quiet lull in the 1930s and some other things happening along the way, and the 1950s it lulls again, 1960s it spirals again and then down. No, no, no, no. Every moment has been urgent from the time that we have been in this space. The Roman poet or writer whose mother was Nubian, I understand, Terence said something that is quoted very, very often and that is, "I am human being and nothing human is alien to me." I'm a human being and nothing is alien to me. Now the question is, what do you take that into, for example a journal that was established in 1859. That's where I want to go. So walk slowly back with me to 1859 on the eve of the Civil War. A journal appears called the Anglo African Journal. And in it we have the first short story scribed by an African American writer named Francis E. W. Harper called "Two Offers." We also have in that particular journal a piece by Martin Delany, called the first Revolutionary novel, Blake: Or, the Huts of America. We also have in that journal a meditation by Martin Delany, remember he has gone to Nigeria to settle lands for African Americans to join him there on the eve of the Civil War. But he has of all things a meditation on comets. So you have the first half an American short story, you have the meditation on comets, the first revolutionary piece in one early journal. And so it is from the beginning a tradition of journals involving creative pieces to make their particular point. That particular starting on-and will result at Callaloo, of course-rested on two poles, so to speak, and I call them "legacy" and "literacy." I talk about literacy with bad intentions: that's an aggressive literacy. We talk about what boxers do and bad intentions generally gets to someone like Mike Tyson or George Foreman. That kind of ferocity. That happens in writing as well. But there is also the elegance, the wit, and the improvisation of Muhammed Ali. When you forget about bad intentions but you are dazzled by the footwork, that's what Toni Morrison would say are the politics with her writing. You are dazzled by the footwork, but Toni Morrison is saying something to you that is straight on and also has bad intentions in terms of destroying stereotypes, in terms of destroying false illusions and self-delusions.
But let me fast forward. From that journal in 1859 to someone who was born in 1859. That's Pauline Hopkins who edited the journal called The Colored American started in 1900. She did that for four years, and three of her novels were serialized in that particular journal. And she said something very intriguing at that point. She said, "Only we can write our story." Mastery of the self-image was key. She would also happen to write the first mystery short story in 1901. And that is where we have bad intentions being shown, many times without a lot of grace and wit, but it was there for the world to see. Clovis Semmes has done an index for Black World, which is intriguing. I don't know whether it's been done for Callaloo. It may have been, I simply don't know it. But he counted every poem, every short story, every drama, every essay, every review that ever appeared in those fifteen years of that journal. And we have something like fifty-five short stories. That's a number of short stories. That's pretty healthy. Now the writers were publishing at other places to be sure, but that's quite a number of keeping a genre alive. Short story writers are generally told by publishers that you have to go to the novel form first, then come back to us with a short story collection. Many journals have page limitations, word limitations, something like, often times, about twenty pages or so to send your particular short story. This was operable through the journals that I am talking about but it begins to change as we move forward. So let me come to Callaloo squarely.
In terms of incubation of the creative arts particularly my bias being of short fiction and the novel, one of the first things is what I just ended on, that's the point of generosity of space given by this particular journal. When you pick it up, you don't have the sense that you squeezed into five pages. The excerpts are generous. You have a chance to get a full sense of a novel by the excerpt that is being selected. That's one thing. The second item happens to be dealing with the wonderful interviews. I mean imagine the interview in MLA or American Literature. But the interviews which appear in Callaloo-each one brings us closer to the form itself. It doesn't explicate it. We don't go to interviews to explain the writing, the story, the poem but to give us a deeper sense of the intent of the writer and a deeper sense of the writer's concern outside of the literature. Or the writer's reading habits. The interview can do a number of things. But the point is that it's validated in Callaloo and I think that is very, very important. It's important also for pedagogical reasons. The interviews that we find in Callaloo match, in quality, the interviews that we find in Paris Review. Now the interviews in Paris Review have been collected in volumes and we have writers and work that I often use at my writers' workshops. Particularly the ones by a person like William Faulkner, who loves to put on his interviews. Faulkner would say, that's what you need to write: bourbon, the Bible, some good pipe tobacco, and some good typewriter paper, it's all I need. Because he was putting on the interview. But the point is, once you get around that kind of playfulness, we find a very valuable body and I think it's high time that Callaloo's interviews be published as volumes, to give us a sense of diasporic writers at work as a teaching tool, as an insight into the art. One other point that I just want to make, another form that I was about to step away from and forget all together is creative nonfiction. This is the personal essay, this is the memoir, this is the meditation that often times we do not find in the strictly literary journals. In its wisdom, this particular journal has taken an editorial stance to allow, to incubate, and to encourage that particular form of writing. So we are getting a journal now that has taken long steps from 1859, but has encouraged an excitement in the literature of today. So we have Francis Ellen Watkins Harper from 1859, joining hands warmly with the four fiction writers who appeared in the Summer 2016 issue of Callaloo. I think that particular circle is compete. Callaloo's place as establishing a tradition of its own but stepping into a deeper and wider tradition, I think, is fit. With that point I will close. HUTCHINSON: I have always thought long and deep about the relationship-and the distance between-the critic and the poet and why it is so difficult to bring them together. As John spoke and sort of gave that overview, it seems to be a difficulty that can be fixed if we think about the object of the book between the covers and the function of the workshop as an open space, as Callaloo is. These different creative writers and critics can be brought together. I was also just thinking about the Caribbean, where obviously I am from, and that we are in need of a structure, of a Callaloo where there is something that brings the critics and writers together in such a way that we have conversations and create our tradition, our tradition and conventions. Because it's not a lack of writers and thinkers in the space of the Caribbean, but there seems to be a fermentation and I think this moment, this historical moment, is a moment of wholeness that we need to harness. I am inspired by Callaloo and grateful to have poems published there. My very first publication in the States was in the Callaloo journal and I was a student at NYU when I got the letter that the poem was accepted. I might have called everyone in Jamaica to brag about it. That kind of validation was powerful and that kind of encouragement from a journal like Callaloo was important as I was kind of at sea in New York trying to think about what is it that I really want to do as a poet. At the moment, that gave me the kind of strength to go forward. I know this is a scattered preface, but hopefully I will get a chance to clarify these thoughts.
BENNETT: Thank you to everyone here for these beautiful presentations. I want to take off from Greg's point about there being no rules in poetry but conventions. That sets me flowing to think about the fact that convention is also gathering. So this idea that we gather in the workshop, not just to marshal materials through and to become more nuanced writers, but that very gathering of self does work for young writers: seeing other writers in the room and gaining access to other ways of thinking identity and form, identity as form. Learning your tropes. It's funny. I heard Greg talk about the roles of the teachers, and my two Callaloo teachers are on either side of me right now. Greg also made a point about constraint and I was thinking in terms of moving towards an ethos of the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop whether we can think about mobility within constraint as also a marking differentiation of the Black aesthetic tradition and ways across the diaspora and not just on the page when you think about Black performance practice and Black fugitivity as a certain way of being. How are we always moving within these various constraints? How is that not just a way of thinking but a way of living in the world? There is not just an antonymous or antagonistic relationship between identity and form. I think we are not always taught to think into that. And certainly not taught to think about blackness apart from pathology. Three other quick points. Frank Wilderson has this idea that all Black speech is coercive speech, which we can sort of take from Dunbar. Being Black in the world, you never really get to say what you think without that grand pause, to consider the often lethal potential consequences of what you are about to say. I think part of what is so freeing about the workshop-I think Vievee talked about aid-one of the most profound forms of aid that we get from the workshop is that maybe that pause gets shortened a bit. We're allowed to live in a space in which there is a kind of openness and you can improvise into and write into. If identity is how we put ourselves together, that immediately brings Jose Munoz's work to mind with identification. If identity is how we put ourselves together, how might the poetic become the means by which we can tear ourselves apart? Encompass something new? If not identity, maybe just another modality, but that is a bit more freeing. A future workshop, that Greg has gestured toward, is a space of Black study in commonality that is potentially more capacious than any of us have ever imagined. Finally, what John said: There is so much there for me to think about. Comets right? So not just the latest comet, but also DuBois's short story "The Comet." And it also got me thinking about, because I'm an 80s baby, Meteor Man, you all know that, right? It's quite good. And this is just a very long path with an Afro-futurist tradition you are tracing back to the nineteenth century. The workshop was a way for us to unmoor what we have come to pass around. And when we come to understand a certain vision of our Black identity as very grounded, what happens when we dare to look beyond the parameters? I think Delany, Sun Ra, Robert Townsend, countless other folks are asking us to do that and our workshop leaders are also pulling us into a similar call. I just wanted to thank you too, John, for that, as someone who has deep affinities for historians taking us back into the archive. I think it is always important because without that sort of map, it's difficult to chart the stars. Within material constraint, there is always a way of producing forms. So I wanted to close with Lorde and Clifton who both turned to poetry as a genre, they said, because of the brevity. Clifton was a mother and she said part of the reason that her poems are so short is that she had to be able to write them in her head in between one child going to sleep and another waking up. So that becomes an instance in which we can think about the ways that material constraint and form are already bound up. Audre Lorde talks about the shift. She turns to poetry because it's beautiful, of course, but it's something you can write between shifts. There's this idea that the brevity and speed of the poetic actually makes it democratic as a form in a way that is powerful. That the turn for the genre is not just organic or natural but how can we think about the material constraints of Black life as a way to enter form. How do we teach that? How do we teach that constraint is not a demotivation of form but it's actually a key that opens up entirely new passages for us to live and write?
AVANT: I want to talk about the approach to the work and our growth arc as a writer having participated in the workshops with five of these people. This summer I was sitting around the table in my parents' home with my mother and my oldest brother and my dad's sister and her husband. We had just got home from the hospital with my uncle who just had a feeding tube implanted. He suffered pharyngeal cancer and the knot in the back of his pharynx was too big for the feeding tube to be inserted so they put it in his stomach.
The nurse has just left after going through the tutorial of him feeding himself. So we are about to eat and he walks into the room and he has his shirt pulled up with his feeding tube out and a plastic syringe in the other hand and he yells out, "Y'all ready to say the blessing?" The entire room burst out into laughter for about five minutes. I've been thinking about that for months now and I think that's where I am in the work. I think having been mentored by Greg and Vievee and Dr. Rowell, having been in the workshop, I have been in a place to see the value in how we often pull laughter out of pain and trauma. So now I say I go back home with empty suitcases because when I leave I want to bring as much back with me as I can. Having been shown how rich the language is at home, language that before Callaloo I had often taken for granted-the dialect, the diction, the metaphors, my aunt's speech, my uncle's speech-and giving them a voice through the work, and Callaloo being a catalyst for them has really changed the way that I see the world. Definitely how I see and engage the literary landscape with the forms that I read or the fiction that I read or the things that I choose to give my attention to. I started with the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop in 2012. I was in a low-residency MFA in Louisville, Kentucky. And I will just say that the curriculum was pretty skewed. One day after workshop Dr. Rowell asked me if I wanted a taxi ride back to the hotel where the workshop participants were staying. I said, sure. He asked me what was it that I liked or didn't like about the MFA program that I was in and I told him. He said, well you should apply to these programs. At that point, I feel like the mentorship started. Because as I was applying, I then had people like Vievee, like Greg that were willing to write letters of recommendation for me. After applying I ended up with, as John said earlier, an embarrassment of riches of acceptances and I picked one and that's what brought me to New York so I spent time there. The relationship with people in my cohort continued after the workshop. Joshua started a journal called Kinfolks. He gathered some other people that were in the workshop. All of these things are being birthed and growing out of these two weeks that we spent at Brown that are lasting and so invaluable to the careers of people who were dedicated to working. At the workshop, there is a moment where you get to sit privately with your workshop leader. The first week you spend with one workshop leader, the second week you spend with another workshop leader. When you sit privately, it's like a once in a lifetime opportunity to sit and have their ear concentrated on the things that you feel are important or the things you have questions about. You get this access to opportunities when you get told about the places your workshop instructors think will value your work. This is how I met Sebastian who works with Vermont studio center and I ended up getting to spend a month in residency there. Just about everything that I have sent an application to since 2012, I found out at Callaloo or from someone I have met through Callaloo since 2012.
LE MELLE:
Good afternoon everyone. I just have three points I would like to speak to. The first one is Vievee's list that she spoke of, the eleven tenets that she spoke to at the workshop. I feel there was a twelfth one. She didn't need to say it because it was so clear throughout the whole presentation. Clearly, there is so much love in this workshop, and I have never been an attendee. I wish I had been. But one point that she made that to me just speaks to love: she talked about the individuals, not the collective, and how this is something upheld and important. Everyone here definitely knows the experience of at what price belonging. There are different groups we are in and some we are half in and out. I learned that at a very early age. I was born in the city then moved to the suburbs. I have Black, German, and Filipino family. I was always going to be crossing back and forth and I was never ever, even if I wanted to be, really allowed to be in one group and fully feel that belonging, outside of my family. Then as I moved on with life, even if I am zen with that, I have to keep navigating these communities. Am I going to be allowed to be my full self? Am I going to be allowed to write what I want to write? If I tweet this, will I be able to get that job? All of this is constant. And I walk along, trying to say what I need to say, but always fully aware: how is my individualism threatening the group? To be somewhere where you guys say the individual is important-it's a very loving thing, it's a very generous thing, and I think it's very beautiful. Just wanted to thank you for that.
I'd like to speak then to Greg's essay, but also to what Vievee wrote and what John shared. It speaks to the power of essays in general. I think what you all shared was really incredible. I hope, along with John's book collecting the interviews, you will consider the Callaloo essays, the collected essays. I hope I don't put Vievee on the spot by saying this, I have been watching Vievee read for ten years and I have never known her to waste a moment at the microphone. Every time she speaks, there is just no wasted time. At the NYU conference she presented and I said to her, I wanted to transcribe what you said. She told me, this is for the group here. This is not for out in the world. This is what I want to share right now. And I respect that, but I also felt that if you feel at some point, please share more. It is very powerful, especially when you are writing about the writing process. And lastly, I feel like-was it Helen Lee at the NYU conference?-I share this feeling of being a little bit jealous for those of us that haven't been able to participate in a workshop. I wish there could be a nonfiction part of the workshops. I know maybe it's bad form to come up here . . .
ROWELL:
No it's not.
FRANCIS:
We already offer that here at the Oxford workshop.
LE MELLE:
Oh, very nice. That's beautiful news. I just feel the quote . . . that every moment has been urgent. I feel like we have never left crisis and we need a grand tradition of Black essayists and memoirists and all kinds of creative nonfiction. I'm happy to see Callaloo growing a place for nonfiction writers to come and experience this workshop. It's very amazing. Thank you.
MATTHEWS:
Hello. When I was flying out here from the States, I sat next to a guy who I didn't think I was going to talk to. But after a certain point I asked him, what do you do? You know, one of those questions. Turns out he's a filmmaker making films about quantum mechanics and he gave me a really long, and actually a very clear description of the phenomena that ripples of energy coming from millions of years back are hitting the shore of this globe. And now scientists are able to prove it in a certain way. I asked him, do you have to prove it? But I was blown away. That idea of ripples has been rippling in my head throughout this entire conference so far. I have come to Callaloo first and foremost through the journal, and I see it as a very concentric circle, that's the model I see. It goes in all directions. It goes out into the field of the diasporic literature, it goes down into the past, and it seems to go up to the future with its attention to young writers. It has the ability to fuse and integrate different forms and the arts. It's an incredible organism and I see the same structure in the conferences. This same phenomena. This rippling out. You are hearing it in the history where Callaloo sits in this spine of other journals. I come to the doorway of the workshops, but I'm not going to walk into the workshops. I'm listening from the outside. I get the gist of it, mostly from my experience at the Vermont Studio Center. I want to say that I understand getting the gist is not the same as firsthand experience or truly knowing, but it is kind of like trying to get nourishment from the picture of an orange. I've had this energy here and for me the studio center is this place of sanctuary for writers and artists around the world. They can come for a month. I've been there as a resident, as a visiting writer, and now as a trustee. It's a writing sanctuary like this place is. It's temporary in some ways and it's a lifelong home in others. At the risk of sounding naïve, I feel that as well. So with that said, I want to point this back towards the workshop with John, Vievee, and Greg-we are all curious about listening in outside that door. Knowing my experiences with workshops, often not very happy experiences because of the competitiveness, all the things that Vievee pointed out on her list, I got very few in an MFA program. So it kind of blows me away and I get a little crass. What the fuck? How the fuck-excuse me-do you manage all of that? Coordinating and orchestrating it as a workshop leader with the fierce insistence on the individual voice but then the awareness of all the different strains of culture and different ways that the diaspora carries the poet and the ways that they might resist it and also embrace it. And I wonder about that moment of discomfiture that Vievee talks about-maybe you felt it as a workshop leader or you saw it or you participated in it. There was that sense of discomfort and this idea of wanting to be dismantled. I'm very honored to be on this panel.
PARDLO:
Can I say something really quickly? I hope it's understood that the workshop is not focused entirely on novice poets. To address the idea Vievee pointed out of lateral community: we are very much interested in lateral mentorship. We aren't looking for a top down instructor-student relationship, but professional development is the term.
FRANCIS:
I can give several examples of the necessarily discomforting nature of the workshops. I think it's important that Callaloo moves in the workshops a lot of ways by word of mouth. Right now, an understanding of that discomfort is very real, especially outside of the US. The student before applying already knows that it's going to be a rigorous workshop and it's going to be quite demanding. But we do something at Callaloo that is so rare, and it was that brief statement. We allow cultural exchange and discourse. It's open. Nothing is denied or hidden or pretended. And I know in my MFA program, whenever I decided to say anything about anything to do with the African Diaspora, this is what I got: "What? Really? No." And you get tired of that nonsense. It's disingenuous. I don't buy it. And I'm going to sit there and smile, but I know very well that it is disingenuous because we know what the world is like. So at Callaloo they know that when they are going in to work with the facilitator, we aren't going to tell them, no, that didn't happen, no the world is not like that. We don't give them surprised faces. We don't give them pity. We don't even take them in arms. No. We listen and allow those tears to flow, those things to come out. I'm starting with that and then I will be briefer.
We have an open workshop. People of the African diaspora and in conversation with the African diaspora. And this is how cross-diasporic exchange works. We had a young woman who was writing a poem in an experimental form. A lot of people go into the experiment and into hybridity because they fear the lyric and the emotional demands of the lyric. So they tell themselves, "I'm just going to do a little experimenting" because they want to move away from the stakes of the poem. That's what was happening and I think Greg and I have become quite adept at figuring out when someone is hiding or when they are truly experimenting . . . and this was hiding. So to make a long story short, the poet was Asian American and wanted to write a poem about the shame she endured for two years where there were several incidents with Asian American students inside of mass killings. Two in California then one at Virginia Tech, etc. And this particular student was taking on the shame of that but didn't want to say so in the workshop. But because we demand personal stakes, over time between the two of us, the student was able to say what that was. The poem went from being absolutely opaque and obtuse in its measure to a poem entitled, I think it's one of the best Callaloo has published, "Manifesto of Shame." It was divided into ten parts and the first part again was obtuse. X equals Y. You have no idea what is being discussed. By the time the poem was done in those parts, it was "Manifesto of Shame" 1. I reject you. Just that straightforward, inside point. And how was the poet was able to get to that? Well who knows better about national shame than the African American? Every time we turn on the television and we hear somebody shot somebody, we do this, "Oh Lord, I hope it wasn't us." Right? So who, in cross-cultural exchanges, who better to take off that blanket of shame? We are learning from each other. And then here at Oxford, someone might remember this, the students from the Caribbean, from places where the prime ministers are Black, where the parliaments are Black, where everyone is Black. Some of them had never been away from where they were and for the first time experienced here, at Oxford large, people looking at them on the bus, people looking at them with side eyes. They would come into the workshop like this, shaken. Like that's never happened to me before. Until finally, at one point, someone said to the African Americans who were there, "I get it now. I thought you were just whining. I see why you are angry all of the time. If you have to put up with this shit every day." And before you know it, it was a love fest. People hugging. The African Americans were of course shocked. "What do you mean you don't love us? We are whiners?" So again, the stakes laid out during the discomfort and when you are having those kinds of conversations, where people do not deny your tropes, do not deny your realities, do not dismiss the importance of your cultural background and are open to conversation, you are going to have a different kind of workshop. You are going to have real engagement under the skin, not poetry that lays on the surface. And that's why the students like the workshop. Because we teach them to sit with the discomfort. Who told you that poetry was going to be easy or fun? Where did you learn that? So the unraveling or dismantling first happens with dismantling the myths of poetry and let me quickly add, the scholars are just as guilty of these myths of poetry because they are not sitting in current practice. They are not participating in the landscape right now. One of the best ways for the scholar to learn about production instead of guessing what Walt Whitman did, because production has its own lineage. So when you are inside of production, you are finding that lineage. It will improve and increase and hone your scholarship when you are writing about literature to actually truly practice and lose the myths that surround poetry, counterintuitive, not intuitive.
TOWNSEND: I would love to engage the audience members on this narcissistic attachment to blackness and I would love to hear from people about whether you think the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop ever taught or perhaps has intentionally or unintentionally produced an aesthetic? Or whether is has actually produced an anti-aesthetic? PARDLO: I think it is too early to say if there's anything identifiable as an aesthetic but I do look out across the landscape and I see poems that are more actively questioning.
I think that what we are overcoming is the history-under-glass effect. A lot of times the students will come into the workshop and Blackness is this sacrosanct thing and the only way you can get into the room is you put on the white gloves and you have to be very careful with it. I see, and perhaps this is partly willful seeing, more poems that are less shy about questioning and engaging with the history, what we have been told about, who we are supposed to be, and more a sense of agency in terms of identifying oneself. Certainly the kind of fringe nerd or awkward performances of blackness I think are more visible and I would like to think it's partly because of Callaloo. Sebastian was asking about our experiences and I think the first time either Vievee or I experienced that awkward confrontation was with each other.
FRANCIS: Oh? [Laughter from the audience]
PARDLO: That was Dr. Rowell's brilliant move to put the two of us together and we rather quickly disabused one another of our presumptions about how identity was operating and that challenge made us confront an awful lot of assumptions and inherited baggage.
FRANCIS: And I was right. [Laughter]
PARDLO: You were. This isn't being recorded, right? You were right.
